
If I ever tired of seeing a thing, it was her face in the gasp of afternoons. The way it chewed the light 

off days going by her with nothing more gotten from them than the ones already gone. Even in the 

early morning, when everything was new again, the squeal of dying metal and the rattling flem from 

her cancerous throat charged like bugles into my bedroom and shook me awake. I knew she had 

risen to fight against another day, though I didn’t know why. It seemed too much for anybody. If 

she had asked me then, I might have said it to her straight: “Gramaw, just watchin’ you live is 

exhausting.” I was not a kind boy. 

 

Paw-Paw was more accustomed to the noise than I was, so he slept through her hacking and 

shuffling with greater regularity. He’d shared the same twin bed with her since 1947, when the silver 

and glass accents still carried a reflection and the enamel was unscathed and perfect. They’d slept in 

that bed since the blood-soaked ashes of a world at war with itself had smoldered long enough to 

make loving another living thing seem safe again. By the time I was born, it was already an 

unplanned antique, the kind purchased more by the years and debts getting away from you than any 

romantic reverence for the past. With me in the house, getting rid of it made about as much sense as 

keeping it, and so it strained on like that night after night, morning after morning, for what I assume 

will be an eternal arrangement.  

 

Let me just say this now before we go any further: I’m prone to having a poor relationship with 

deliberation, a general discontent with order, really. My paw-paw used to say that my thoughts made 

about as much sense as New Orleans politics, only less organized and a lot louder. So I made sure to 

come with some words written out for her, and for him. I rehearsed them in the car all the way 

down from Huntsville, but now they sound like a thank-you card on your birthday and I can’t 

imagine saying them to a dashboard any sooner than I can the only family I really have. So, for a 



little while longer, I just want to watch them: my grandparents in their corner booth, working the 

fleas again.  

 

The sight brings me back to mornings when I was young, when I would have been right beside them 

on days like this one, slapping the coarse hands of men passing by our station. It was clear to 

everyone, even me, that my only usefulness was how endearingly pathetic I looked trying to stretch 

across the large plyboard table and deliver the goods. Working people pay good money for that, 

probably because it helps convince them that once everything was true and decent. 

 

In those days, after she was up, I would hear the clinging of her old iron skillet and an aluminum 

teakettle, a drawer full of metal knives and forks clattering closed, a deep cough in between. The 

kitchen was so plain and mute of color that it seemed impossible to have been as old as jazz. And 

she looked drab, too—always in a sweatshirt too big for a linebacker, blue jeans from a time long 

before she’d fed packs of stray children in the same kitchen where she’d sat in the same splintered 

high chair sucking down cow’s milk from the same glass bottles. She looked so vacant and dry that 

some days I thought seriously about whether she might have died even before she had been born, 

but lived on anyway just to spite that goddamned reaper. A woman like her could.  

 

I should say something to Gram, I think. “Words only thicken in closed mouths. Be too heavy fer spittin’ 

out soon enough.” I heard her say that to my mother once. I was too young to understand poetry, 

but I wasn’t so young that I didn’t understand what she meant. They were crying in our driveway, 

and my gramaw held a dishtowel full of ice cubes against my mother’s lips, no doubt praying to the 

Trinity in private for the words she’d already said, the same ones her mother had probably told her 

and her mother might have told her and so on.  



 

About all I ever heard from my own mother were the insults she’d occasionally spit over her 

shoulder while she sat in a balding velour chair and stared at the wavy, green-hued TV screen in her 

bedroom. I remember the way she looked when shaking in other people’s arms, too—usually 

weeping or cussing or screaming, although sometimes she could do all three at about the same time. 

That day, though, she was holding an army green duffel bag that had belonged to my father before it 

had belonged to me. She looked smaller and clearer to me then, as though someone had drained the 

blood right out of her and filled her veins with ice water. Then she was gone forever, and I was 

another Gramaw’s Boy in the boondocks, stomping the mud and shackles and Minié balls into little 

clouds of red dust alongside eight hundred thousand other Alabama sons and daughters preparing 

their graves.  

 

Gram was already tired when she woke us for sugar-rice and biscuits each morning, but she always 

spoke in the same sweet, sacrificial way that mothers of mothers often do. Still, all these years later, 

when it’s quiet and dark, I can see her face exactly as it was at dawn: wrinkled and tight all at once—

blank, getting blanker. The sight hangs around for days when it comes, and I usually forget it’s there 

before it’s gone for good. Like a flower or a cough, a paper cut or a ticking clock.  

 

It’s the same reason that pulled me away from this place eight years ago, before I went upstate. It 

was that air-sucking dread of dying in the very same spot you started living that did it. I couldn’t 

stand the thought of sitting just as still and wounded and angry over the unfairness of life as 

everyone else. Now that I’m back, though, I feel ashamed of those thoughts. I mean, who am I if 

not them?  

 



It was February when I was last at the flea market. That’s right when the weather turns cold and 

dense with the least warning. The air barely moves then; it just hangs invisibly in the market’s deep 

hallways until someone exhales.  

 

The crowds are smaller around that time, too, and everybody comes muffled in fat coats, or skinny 

ones pulled over old hooded sweatshirts. It seems like everyone wants something warm, so they 

stand around blowing on their fingers and palms, waiting to clamp down on a bag of my paw-paw’s 

blue-ribbon peanuts. Really, they’ve won medals. When they come out the boiler drum, a bell goes 

off like church is calling and people gather around with dollar bills swiping the air above their heads, 

hollering to my gramaw: “Cajun, mère, dat ones là? Lil’ lagniappe for me, how ’bout-it nah?” 

“Lemme get that sweet-sweet, mama…dem suga-cinnamin’ righ’dere, me. Ya heard?” “Two 

regulars, ma’am.” And then my gram will stuff tall bags of plastic-lined paper with peanuts still 

steaming and wet and say, “Five, hon…Five even.” 

 

I know the routine. My paw-paw will move to his stool behind her, roll a cigarette and watch her 

work the line for a few minutes. When he’s done, he’ll go back to sprinkling dust from aluminum 

tubes into little plastic bins and lick the taste off his fingers, popping his tongue and squinting like 

he’s never tasted a single one before. 

 

I’m absolutely certain more pounds of peanuts have passed between them than words, but, still, they 

go on like this. 

 

I also know for a fact that they’ve never spent a weekend anywhere but the flea market since 1992, 

which used to make me pry and say stupid things to them about love. Things like, “Gramaw, if 



you’d let your hair down, I bet you it’d be bigger than She-Ra’s, prettier than the whole Gulf of 

Mexico, too.” She would loosen up a smile for me and say, “Oh, boy, quit spittin’ that honey in yer 

trap. Whatch’u wantin’ now?”  

 

I’d counsel my paw-paw, too, say all the time to him, “You should take her out every now-n-again, 

ya know? She gets tired of this place and’s gonna run off on you if you ain’t more careful.” He’d stay 

quiet, ’til he heard the silence. “Mmhmm,” he’d hum with his lips tight and his eyes down at his lap, 

fingers pinching tobacco out the pouch, topless mermaids from another life dancing on his 

forearms.  

 

He’d been saying that to me since the days I used to brief him on the starving wraiths beneath the 

dirt floor, all ready to rise up and eat our scuppernong and strawberry vines. Or when I was 

convinced other planets had broken loose from orbit and were on course with the deaths of 

everyone we knew. Even when I tried explaining to him how women’s breasts had evolved from 

Jurassic bird guts to protect their hearts from aimless men, he hummed over top of me. Mmhmm. 

And when I presented a lecture to my uncles covering just a few of the dangers that alien technology 

posed to our local agriculture, they responded in about the same way. Even after I showed them the 

diagrams I’d drawn myself of tractor beams whose power could be sourced from the 

antigravitational properties of bovine placenta, they smirked and hummed at me. I still believe the 

deaf ears were my paw-paw’s doing, since he was so dead-set on ignoring my warnings and always 

telling my uncles not to encourage me. That’s exactly what he’d say: “Y’all don’t go encouraging him 

now.” And because they would have rather died than believe something that he had not spit down 

their throats right from his own mouth, they gave me the shrug, too.  

 



But all that’s in the past now. And I don’t mean to sound like my paw-paw’s an awful man, because 

he isn’t. He’s not a bad man either, not even a sorry one. He taught me all kinds of useful things. 

How to lock the butt of a shotgun into my bony shoulder, for instance. To check the tops of corn 

for worms every day lest you lose them whole at the market. How to peel a good peach, which is, of 

course, not to peel it at all. To punch a man hard and straight in the nose before you punch him 

anywhere else. To shake firm, eyes on eyes. To always cut your own grass and fix your own truck. 

“Never be too good to work a bad job,” he’d say. I could make a list yards long of things he’d said 

to me like that. The problem is that he doesn’t like hearing from anyone else, which is a good way of 

getting under my skin without trying very hard. He’s also never been one who’s even a little in tune 

with the voices around him, which may sound like the same thing, but it isn’t. Hearing and being in 

tune are very different things, if you ask me. 

 

If you ask my gram, his humdrum tendencies are because of the Communist hoopla in Korea, and 

the work camps, and all the gore cut loose by little men trying to stuff the whole world inside their 

pockets. And even though that sounds like some shit that happened too long ago for a person to 

still be missing out on everything because of, I’ve never been in a war. Maybe I’d feel empty, too, after 

taking so much of it in. Who knows the depth of pain never felt anyhow? Thankfully, I’ve finally 

learned enough to know that if I don’t know much about something, then I shouldn’t say anything 

that sounds like I do.  

 

So, I’m trying to cut my paw-paw more slack these days. He can’t help being the way he is and for 

doing what he did. Besides, I’ve come to believe that, deep down, everyone wants what’s best for 

people. They just don’t get enough time and smarts to decide what the best is, and who those people 

are exactly. 



 

That’s mostly why I’m here in the market again, sweating and spitting onto concrete floors hot as 

morning skillets: To tell them I’m sorry. To tell them how I always wanted to give them better. 

Better shoes. Better house. Better past. A better son-in-law with a better grandson. Better 

everything. But now that it’s June instead of February, the crowds are much larger, which has 

somehow always made my grandparents more pleasant and yet less forgiving at the same time.  

 

I, on the other hand, am reminded of how the heat makes people stick to one another. I watch the 

herds move slowly in sweaty, groaning clumps, looking to graze on fried shrimp and thawed dough, 

suck melting popsicles off wooden sticks and greasy fingertips. Today is a day for them, folks 

without many days of their own, and they’ll throw down chunks of paychecks on something new 

and shiny—bright colors for their dens and kitchens, their garages and front yards.  

 

They slink through the outdoor mazes where whole families of Chicano and Filipino vendors still sit 

beneath umbrellas and tents selling fruit and old tools on concrete tables. Then they retreat into the 

sheet metal halls to have fans big as jet turbines blow hot air across their hot backs and wilted faces. 

If they’re regulars just out for kicks with their pockets on lock-down, they’ll look away and shake 

their palms angrily at the Rastas waving incense and oils by the door. When they do, my gram knows 

not to waste her breath. 

 

Deeper inside is where the old timers staked out their stalls decades ago, back when they still held 

the livestock auction on Saturdays and the parking lot was grass instead of dirt, with clearings for 

manure dumps and fist-fighting. Back then, I had to come every weekend because my paw-paw was 

still auctioneering and my gram was pushing her nineteenth-century kitchenware from Appalachia 



onto dirty white folks with no money and lots of attitude. I’d sit in a lawn chair mapping out 

impending invasions in my notebook and fuss about the heat index while my gram rocked with her 

arms crossed on a wonky barstool and said, “Nope…Nope…Nuh-uh,” to cheapskates all day long. 

Sooner or later a rich lady smelling like a perfume counter would come across us and shell out crisp 

twenties for ancient plates or a porcelain pitcher that I had to wrap in yellowed newspaper and old 

cardboard. Meanwhile, my gram would smile big and goofy at her until she turned and walked away. 

Then she’d look at me and scrunch her sunny cheeks into her eyeballs and say real loud and high, 

“Peeeeyu!” I’d laugh something terrible until I caught a coughing fit like I belonged in a bubble. 

She’d pat a few strikes against my spine and press the back of her palm to my forehead—which had 

to be hotter than the surface of the sun at the time, like supernova hot. But I would’ve had to’ve 

been blue and stiff with pupils looking inside of my skull for her to pack up early, and even then 

there would’ve been a lot of deliberating about it. “That’s for groceries, baby,” was all she’d say. “Go 

lock it in the box.” And I would. 

  

When my paw-paw’d finish babbling over the horn, he’d come over to help me load the trailer with 

the same heavy-ass hutch and leaflet table we never sold and lock the quilts my gram had made in a 

cedar trunk and pull the metal grates over the whatnots and trinkets. Most folks on the Gulf had 

never seen Gram’s native Appalachia, had assigned no real kindred value to the wares born from its 

spirits, but my gram refused to let them go for less than her own self-worth, which is probably why 

no one could ever afford them anyway.  

 

One time I complained so much about not getting paid a single dime that my paw-paw gave me a 

gigantic pair of iron pliers with a ball and a circle at the end, the initials of a dead blacksmith pressed 

into its handle.  



 “What am I supposed to do with this?” I asked, looking like he’d handed me a popped 

balloon. 

 “Stretch your shoes…For walkin’ with bunions,” he said, like I was the dummy.  

 “Bunions? Who the hell has bunions anymore, Paw-Paw? Ain’t havin’ any on my feet, I 

know that.”  

 “Well, I guess you ain’t walkin’ near enough then, now are ya? Here, run this over to Sheryl 

at the office. See if you can’t make it in under five minutes,” he said, handing me a thin envelope 

covered in Brylcreem and coffee stains and thumping on his gold-plated wristwatch. “Got till…four 

forty-seven by my count. Now go, run!” 

 This was a recurring challenge, and just to defy his doubts, I’d snake through the slow 

parade of hips and beer guts and run to the market’s office clear across the fair grounds to wheeze 

like a dry fish while Big “Feral” Sheryl cussed me out for not bringing more dough.  

 “This it? Boy, tell your granddaddy he know what he owe me. Behind three months today, 

and this petty pay bullshit ain’t settin’ it right. D’ya hear me? You tell him that. You tell him this 

goddamned way of his ain’t right on nobody’s watch, ’specially not mine. He’s months off—months! 

Ya hear me? I already told him last…” 

 I’d look right through her at the wall clock behind her desk and count the dashes, always a 

few minutes too late. 

 “Damn!” I’d said this day, tight-jawed and fuming.  

 “Boy, don’t you dare be comin’ in here cussin’ at me! I’ll skin the hide right off that skinny 

little ass of yours. D’ya hear me!”  

 I placed a hand on the doorknob and looked back at her with my eyes narrowed and mean, 

curled my bottom lip under the tops of my teeth, and spit, “Fuck yourself, Sheryl.” 



 She raised half of a huge butt cheek off her chair and really started raving. Then she 

squeezed a sheet of paper into a stone and fired it at the back of my head as I ducked out the door.  

  

Sheryl had a kind of embolism a few years later and died in a hospital room they say was so bare that 

a nurse tacked blank cards to a corkboard out of sheer guilt. Afterward, Sheryl’s equally hungry, but 

infinitely more inept son took up running the office, feeding the savings to crooked accountants and 

chatting up middle schoolers all day on the World Wide Web, until he crawled inside a bottle for 

good. Then he took a johnboat to the moon in the river with little Stevie Devereux, sank them both 

in the Tombigbee with only a shoestring and a condom floating to the bank. It’s a story made 

spookier than Eliza Battle right from the mind of Kathryn herself, and to this day it slaps itself across 

the fire-lit faces of mischievous Boy Scouts and green-eared church girls when the night’s quiet and 

the woods breathe slow and deep. The Likker Pig and Poor Stevie Boy, it still whispers from low-

hanging river branches, crawling out of secret tombs because the truth is crueler than the mysteries 

we tell, and so they live on like that. 

 

But being back here now, thinking of them and those times back then, it’s only strange to me 

because I never thought I’d remember them at all. I suppose it’s usually the least of the little things 

that you remember the most. That’s nothing new to me, the ways in which I’ve scattered my life. 

Reflections have never visited me on time, never gently or intact, which is mostly why I went north: 

so the Ivory Tower suits, and lab coats, and sweater vests could explain my life to me. But as I watch 

my grandparents, I have a feeling that maybe they are still unchanged. And then maybe I, too, am 

unchanged, as I’d prayed to be, still the boy they’d once loved so exhaustedly. There’s hope where 

there hasn’t been for a long while, the kind that feels like getting a different beginning before the 

End. I think I could start again from the same place, only knowing what I know now, which my 



paw-paw always said would never be possible. If that’s true, maybe he was wrong about every other 

thing, too. 

 

I start seeing them the way everyone else probably sees them: two speechless old skeletons hunched 

over filthy white buckets and misting pots in the dark, surrounded by waving fists of cash and spit-

shouting mouths, alone and tired as ever, nameless even now. I feel sorry for them, as I always had, 

but this time the regret from not being more help to them creeps in behind me and punches my 

lungs right into my throat. Even if I couldn’t have been their lifelong pack mule, I could’ve at least 

not been more weight on their backs. And to be honest, which I aim to be more often, that’s exactly 

what I have been. I’d also be lying if I said I probably wouldn’t feel so guilty about everything if they 

looked even a little bit better than they actually do, which makes me feel sorry for myself somehow. 

Then I’m angry that my selfishness is still not exorcised. And I did say I want to tell the truth more 

often, which reminds me of something else I’m trying to get better at: knowing the right truth to tell. 

 

I know they’ll be happy I’m out, to see me back home again, but my people don’t talk about the 

things right in front of them. They talk in code, a kind of subterranean lingo meant for one another 

and not the lordly outsiders who so frequently descend upon them in chariots of self-anointed 

prestige, sent to trample their misunderstood traditions and drag pompous, inelegant teeth across 

their backs in some feigned reprisal. Both the powerlessness and the greatness of my people is in 

their humility, a virtue from which thieves of one kind or another have often entered, twisting their 

hearts into the barrel of a gun, their minds into a crucifix, their bodies into villeins, and the cultural 

roots so sacred to them into cash crops and anchors over and over again. Some even lay them in 

windowless halls of guilt and fear and tell them to beg for forgiveness, syphoning their servitude out 

to the fangs of political snakes. They praise their gratitude and patience. They may make promises of 



peaches and prosperity while taking their bread and picking their pockets, but the only fools are 

those believing themselves otherwise. Sure, they know of lies and corruption, but what does humility 

protect in this world but the only good left in it? 

 

It’s also true that some people hate the folks across town so they don’t have to hate themselves, that 

the rotting wounds we still have not sutured formed, and remain, on still tongues. But if the hurting 

are to heal the hurt, they must find hope first, so they might trust the world well enough to search 

across it for answers and return with relief for them all. 

 

“Only God hears from Southern hearts,” my gramaw’d say. I know this better than almost anyone, 

but this time I know there’s a lot my grandparents and I will have to say to each other. So I guess I 

was needing another minute when I sunk into the crowd to walk the grounds again instead of 

cracking it all open in front of everyone right then and there. 

 

I backed my way outside and followed the norteño echoes to the tents with the vatos under the 

tarps selling mangoes and cacti and tortillas, hoping to pick up a bundle of mustard greens for 

supper. As soon as I had one in hand, I heard a voice from behind me say, “Heyyy, que paso, 

amigo? Long time, my friend.” I’d like to say I knew it was Jose because of his forever-young voice 

and how he used to sound like someone had stuffed the entire sun down his throat, but the truth is, 

Jose’s about the only vato I know that would be excited to see me. When I turned, his grin was still 

splitting his face open, and he looked the same as he had when we were still coaxing mustaches and 

dipping tobacco from Bubble Tape cans, only a little taller and with man muscles, wearing bright 

Aeropostale everything now instead of the Salvation Army threads his mother used to buy him. 

 



We’d worked summers at the farmer’s market on the highway, tossing watermelons out the backs of 

old school buses for whole afternoons while bright-white suburbanites snapped pictures of 

themselves with the giant, inflatable peach in the parking lot, our tongues wagging and middle 

fingers flipping at them in the background. “If they’re taking pretty pictures back home, make sure 

they see us, too,” I told Jose. “They’ll call us ‘the highway trash,’” he said, and we laughed until it 

wasn’t funny anymore. 

 

I liked those days when it was just Jose and me: him teaching me how to say chuparme la polla, putas 

and necesitas ayuda…necesito ayuda, por favor!—which Mr. Curtis said I absolutely had to know—and me 

teaching Jose about the Martian hatcheries in New Mexico, and my analyses of escape velocity, and 

how to dig up the dead to liberate their souls and replenish our mesosphere. Just about the galactic 

doom hovering over us in general, you could say.  

 “Scientists say we’ll probably all die like the dinosaurs: from ejecta, which is basically this 

invisible shit right beneath us that’ll spray up and cover everything when the atmosphere weakens 

from all our pollution and the meteors finally start making land impact. Even if they hit in…Fiji, let’s 

say, shit will eventually drift here, and we’ll all die.”  

 “Aye, no, no, man. No good,” he’d say, and I’d sail a watermelon into his arms. 

 “But if you poke holes in the ground, the ejecta isn’t that bad—seeps out slowly—and the 

souls of good dead people like my mom will make a shield and protect us.” 

 “Oh yeah? That is good?” He’d wipe his forehead dry with his sleeve and smile. 

 “Yeah, it is good, Jose; it’s really good, actually.” 

 “Your madre, eh, she vuelve…She tell you?” 



 “No, of course not. I researched it. You know, books, science journals, stuff like that. It’s in 

the papers, too, if you don’t believe me. It’s real, Jose. That’s why I’m telling you, so you can survive 

when shit goes down.” 

 “Oh. OK then,” he’d say, and then he’d hold up his hands, ready to catch another one. 

 

That was back when we used to crook our wormy arms up the Coke machine and pluck cans of root 

beer and Fanta loose from its metal teeth. When we got to drag bloody snakes across the parking lot 

and spook citified men in flowery shorts and rubber sandals thick as tires onto the hoods of their 

minivans and rental sedans. Back when we still snuck through the bakery’s back door and tore huge 

mouthfuls off the steaming loaves of jalapeno-cheddar that Jose’s mom left for us inside dishtowels 

beneath the sink. When she heard our giggling and moaning, she’d rush back and laugh quietly at 

our fat faces. Then she’d put a long, floury finger gently to her lips and whisper like a lullaby, “Shh, 

mijo. Shoo, shoo. Fuera, mi cariño, fuera.” 

 

That was back before they moved me to the warehouse with the forklifts, and the machines, and the 

paperwork, and the other Rednecks that’d give me shit all day if I ever opened my mouth and words 

like extraterrestrials or theoretically speaking or celestial sphere fell out, as they nearly always did no matter 

what. It was before Jose’s dad, Adrian, started drinking again and piled his cart high and heavy with 

jelly jars and massive amounts of swallowed pride only to dump it across the floor, his misery finally 

coughing up onto the shoes of stunned Snowbirds. That was before he drove Mr. Curtis’s truck 

through the hot dog counter at the gas station next door and got sent to the fields. Before he 

refused to pick strawberries with the fresh migrants all day in the kind of heat that kills old hearts 

and pale children and sicklings like me. That all came before he disappeared from everyone forever. 

Well before Jose and his mom started suffering out their ears and had to save the loaves for the 



littler ones at home, but not as long before Jose stopped laughing all the time and started looking 

like a tombstone. 

 

Before all that shit came, there were the days when his new home seemed magical and endless to 

him, merely the beginning of open portals leading up the backs of prehistoric bones to spaceships 

ready to take him anywhere and everywhere all at once. Back then, he still believed that he, too, 

would be a fabled man. Not a man amputated by sheets of paper, but a man with arms so powerful 

and tall he could pull stars down from the sky and feed them to his children. A man who could 

punch his fist through the center of Earth and let his babies dive off his palm into a world made 

open and kind for them. Maybe put a Rebel bullet through the heart of inbred power and drink at 

last from the blue blood pouring out the wound, like our fathers might have wanted to do for us 

before they evaporated into the Alabama heat. They’re just battered myths now, too tarnished and 

ugly for anyone to speak of anymore. I guess we’ve all been driven by freedom in some way, pushed 

or pulled to one place or the other to find it, but now, as a grown man myself, it feels like only the 

free know it’s a labor of lies. 

 

Now that I’m back, Jose seems farther away, too, or maybe it’s me who’s distant—changed by the 

wordless years between us regardless—and all I can think to say is only what I remember from a 

time I’ve mostly forgotten: “Caliente, amigo. Caliente e seco.” And then Jose is standing with his 

arms stiff along his sides like they’re cast in mortar. He’s nodding at the dirt, looking like he wants to 

hug me but is too afraid to move, when he says, “Me too. Me too, my friend.” 

 

Before I knew how, I was walking along a back road in the late afternoon rain, fat droplets 

everywhere, when a ’neck pulled alongside me. “Hey, brother, how far you headed?” 



 “’Bout a mile,” I said, and he said hop in. 

 “What’re you doing out here like this?” 

 “Just walking.” 

 “Well, we gotta stick together in times like now,” he said, and I didn’t know what to say, so I 

asked him for a cigarette from his cup holder and snuffed out the silence with flicks from his lighter.  

 “Times don’t change,” I said. 

 “Well, they will if the blacks have their way,” he told me, smelling like dark drops of thick 

bile, just as lost as all the lies before them. The only words for minds dense as cement are none at 

all, so I sat quietly before I pointed to a clearing on the shoulder and said, “Right here’s my stop. 

Thanks for the ride.” 

 

Then I was lost, outside the town limits in a treeless range of red dirt. Behind me, there was a fence 

topped with barbwire, more twisted than some minds I used to know, but not like mine, a real mess 

you might say but never sharp enough to cause any harm. I’d been ruined by indecision because I 

hate the idea of being something I don’t agree with, so there I was, on a roadside outside of town, 

with a wire fence and a lot of time to stay still. It was harder to see when out in the open, but it was 

easier to hear myself speak when apart from the pack of fleas. So I hollered deep, from down in my 

toes, to the fields and to the sky. I screamed and cried at the blankness, and it felt good, as if I’d 

emptied something once full and festering. Maybe that’s the way it’s always been. The ones we never 

hear are the ones everyone believes already spoke, and spoke poorly. Or maybe they sound the same 

as all the others. But being the same is just an easy way to feel different without anyone knowing it. 

A damn lonely spot to be, too.  

 



Around here, I’ve learned, there’s no relief for the quietest of the muted people, but a tool belt and a 

shotgun made from the splinters of a time when the country split in half. So I walked ahead, toward 

the old barn my great-great-grandpa’d built from coal-tarred wood and foraged sheet metal, still 

perched along the tree line. I could see the resurrection ferns on old and exhausted oaks. They grow 

here and in Africa, two lands made of each other, a people the same. And I thought that if the ferns 

grow here, then maybe I too will grow here. Then I was in a sprint, running so fast and hard over 

the tilled chunks of dry red clay that my cheeks might have broken loose had I not stumbled, tripped 

by a green stalk pushing up through the decay. 

 

By the time I was standing in the barn, I was heaving and dizzy. When I could finally see through 

the darkness, I saw them. Styrofoam balls hanging by fishing line from the rafters. Miniature planets 

and stars painted by hand, I realized, with their names written on the equators, all named after my 

uncles, and one for my gram. In the center of one, I found my name, written on a star the color of 

old butter. On a box in the corner, too, James was written across soft cardboard filled with 

notebooks and drawings from a child who’d been too afraid to breathe. “What the hell is this?” I 

whispered. “Where have I gone?” Our own universe hung inside a rotting barn, with no reason for 

it, but none against it either. So I pulled a pocketknife from my boot.  

 

It would’ve been a long walk back, so I ran instead, to Jose and the cacti, to the sweet faces and the 

old tools, to the tents and the stalls, to the worlds inside this one now.  

 

A bell rang out as I hit the parking lot. My paw-paw would be rolling a smoke soon, watching my 

gram tend to the fleas. And because I knew he would’ve been too humble to do it himself, I brought 

her’s with me. A planet he’d named Gobaith. A place we came to call hope.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


